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Neoliberalism is a nebulous concept and one that is often hard to define. It has been the
ruling political and economic ideology of the late 20th and early 21st centuries. In this note, I will
define neoliberalism, examine neoliberal environmental management, and a newer wrinkle to
neoliberalism — “green” neoliberalism. I will then examine the effects, mostly negative, that
neoliberal environmental management and green neoliberalism has had on workers, property
rights of natural resources, and combating environmental degradation and catastrophic climate
change through multiple case studies.
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Introduction

In 2018, the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) published
a report warning of the dire consequences that could occur if global temperatures continued to rise
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at their current rates through 2100. 1 The report stated that the 2017 global temperatures were one
degree Celsius above pre-industrial levels.2 The global average rose at 0.2 degrees per decade. 3
They remark on the differences to climate that would occur if the global temperatures were to
increase by 1.5 or two degrees Celsius over pre-industrial levels.4 Some effects of the increase
would be droughts, ocean acidification, floods, heatwaves, and agricultural degradation. 5 While
the 1.5 degree increase would be incredibly devastating, the projections that come with a two
degree increase would be near apocalyptic. 6 The ramifications of these events will be
disproportionately placed upon those in poverty and in the global south. 7 The IPCC wrote that
there is no documented historical precedent for the actions that we need to take to prevent these
cataclysmic events.8 To reach this level, they recommend that global greenhouse gas emissions
must drop below 45 percent of the 2010 levels by 2030 and that they must reach net zero by 2050. 9
While it would not be an “existential threat” in the most literal sense of the term to the entirety of
the human race in the near future, it would be cataclysmic, alter the way the entire human race
lives, and felt more seriously by poorer and members of the global south.
Neoliberalism is a term that is difficult to describe and hard to define, so difficult that some
political economists have considered abandoning the term altogether. 10 This is because
neoliberalism takes multiple different forms and most do not utilize the term. 11 Short of a few
places like North Korea, all countries have been touched by neoliberalism. 12 The term was
originally coined at a meeting in Paris in-between World War I and World War II, by two figures
in attendance who would come to define the ideology.13 These two were Frederick von Hayek and
Milton Friedman, and like many neoliberals they often did not use the term to describe themselves
or their ideology.14 Neither Hayek nor Friedman had much to say about environmental issues or
resource management. 15 In the decades that followed, through large transnational organizations
such as the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, and multi-nation treaties, neoliberalism
and environmentalism became intertwined. 16 While neoliberalism floated around for years, it did
not truly take off until the global economic downturns of the 1970s and the electoral victories of
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Margaret Thatcher in the United Kingdom and Ronald Reagan in the United States. 17 In the
decades that followed, neoliberalism overtook environmental and resource management policies
and, in an effort to expand markets, more recently has also offered solutions to the coming climate
catastrophe and solutions to the degradation of “natural capital.” These attempts at neoliberal
environmental management have been mixed to catastrophic and have left a negative impact upon
the usually poor populations that they are foisted upon.
II. Defining and Explaining Neoliberalism
Before reaching the environmental aspects of neoliberalism it is important to define and
discuss neoliberalism as a basic ideological concept. Neoliberalism is an ideological branch of
free market capitalism. It is different from Fordism, classical liberalism, or Keynesian economics.
On its face, it is about creating a new liberalism. There are three main types of neoliberalism. 18
They are philosophical, programmatic, and practical. 19 First is philosophical neoliberalism, which
can also be described as neoliberalism as a worldview, as articulated in works such as Hayek’s
The Road to Serfdom and The Constitution of Liberty, and Friedman’s Capitalism and Freedom.20
The main tenets of this philosophy are that the government should not be involved in collective
action, but should instead put an emphasis on individual rights.21 As you will see later, the
philosophical underpinnings that are put forward and are public facing are not the same as the
philosophical underpinnings that guide the practice. Neoliberalism also believes that moneymediated markets are the best mechanism for coordinating among the diverse needs and wants of
ostensibly free people.22 This ideology was formed in opposition to totalitarianism, communism,
and Keynesian economics.23 In this philosophical version of neoliberalism, the focus will always
be individual rights and markets. 24
The second type of neoliberalism is programmatic. 25 This stage is about the development
of theory and plans to put those tenants into practice.26 This stage took hold following the 1973
Chilean coup, where right wing forces backed by the United States overthrew the democratically
elected socialist President, Salvador Allende. Following the coup, Augusto Pinochet was looking
for a way to reshape the economy of the country to benefit the coup’s wealthy and powerful
backers.27 He needed to strip away any remnants of his predecessor’s socialist politics and hand
economic power over to private parties. 28 The brutal military dictatorship that crushed individual
rights followed, while stripping away of government regulatory power does not seem to be the
most logical fit based on the tenets laid out in philosophical neoliberalism. But through
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neoliberalism, the military dictatorship found a working and highly compatible partnership. 29 For
this project, students of Milton Friedman at the University of Chicago were recruited. This
collective became known as the Chicago Boys. 30 The Chicago Boys were not alone at this time—
many academics and organizations such as the Mont Pelerinians Society were producing theory
and laying the groundwork for the implementation—they were just the first group to get to test out
their theories.31 While Chile was the initial testing grounds for a programmatic neoliberal
economy, within the next two decades the practice expanded to other countries, including the
United Kingdom, the United States, New Zealand, other South American countries, and the former
Soviet Bloc following the collapse of the USSR in 1991.32 Generally, theory and implementation
includes seven stages of neoliberalization. 33 They are: privatization; marketization; deregulation;
re-regulation; implementation of market proxies; creation of flanking mechanisms; and the
creation of free, self-sufficient, and self-governing individuals and communities. 34 This was a
massive project that would transform the way people would view their relationship with the
government.35
In the privatization stage, neoliberal policies assign clear, legally enforceable private
property rights to hitherto unowned, state-owned, community-owned aspects of the social, cultural,
or natural worlds.36 Marketization means transferring things that were not previously in the market
into the market; they want these previous non-commodities to be guided by market logic as they
believe that this will allow them to be properly and efficiently utilized. 37 The next stage is one of
deregulation and state rollback. The logic behind this move is to “shrink” the state in order to
enable firms, individuals, and consumers to exercise “freedom of choice” through creating a new
quasi-state or state-sanctioned non-political actors to take on functions that states themselves
could, in theory or in practice, otherwise perform, and contracting private or third-sector bodies to
deliver some state services through a process or competitive bidding.38 Then comes market
friendly re-regulations where the state transforms from a provider to a market manager. 39 In this
scenario neoliberals no longer see the state as part of the economy but as a separate actor that
protects the economy. 40 This new state regulation entails fiscal discipline, a focus on supply side
investments, entrepreneurial and consumer friendly tax policies, business friendly labor policies,
and the free moment of money capital as well as other commodities.41
Then neoliberals believe in creating market proxies in the residual state sector, thus the
remaining state processes should be transformed into more market-like institutions.42 The state
institutions that remain create internal markets, focus on cost recovery, and implement budget
capping.43 The goal is to ingrain the state with an ethos of commercialization. The next step is to
29
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strongly encourage the use of flanking mechanisms in civil society. 44 This is done to promote the
growth of informal and social economies through the establishment and promotion of charities and
nonprofits that support social and environmental domains. 45 Neoliberalism believes that this will
lead to the creation of free, self-sufficient, and self-governing individuals and communities. 46 This
is the endgame, and the population will now be made up of “free peoples.” 47 Neoliberal theory is
very much a utopian ideology. 48 As it is a utopian ideology, according to many of its proponents,
it has not reached this final stage. 49
The final type of neoliberalism is neoliberalism in practice. 50 Neoliberalism in practice
can be broadly seen as an attempt by governments to make a government more efficient and cost
less.51 As neoliberalism is so wide ranging and ambitious, it fits into a number of specific
policies.52 The first one to be discussed is macro-economic policies such as: placing controls on
government borrowing, keeping inflation low, placing constraints on domestic money supplies,
keeping taxes low, allowing the exchange rate to float, and allowing interest rates to be determined
by the market.53 Neoliberal industrial and business policies include removing select subsidies;
trade, investment, and ownership barriers, and incentivizing innovation, competition, and
entrepreneurial risk taking.54 This is all in the name of increasing commercial competition. 55
Interestingly, neoliberalism, despite this stated belief in commercial competition, is also opposed
to strong antitrust actions and allows and encourages monopolies.
The labor market policies under neoliberal regimes are uniformly anti-labor union and
collective action power as they believe strong unions weaken capital efficiency. 56 Tied into their
labor policies is their educational and training policies, which are supply side based. They want
workers to be adaptable and committed to life-long learning.57 An example of this can be found
in the common policy statement of teaching former coal miners to code. 58 This is done to keep a
large supply of underemployed workers with a wide array of skills, thus they have less bargaining
power as workers are less specialized and can be plugged into new industries more easily. 59 This
then leads to the state implementing managing, monitoring, and auditing measures—a cooperation
between private and state management. 60 This is said to be done in the name of rewarding success,
punishing failure, implementing new public management, utilizing transactional cost theory, and
aiming for capital to be as productive as possible. 61 Another aspect is moving away from welfare
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and instead focusing on workfare. 62 Thus, the state supports only the very needy or the chronically
disadvantaged in an attempt at re-moralizing the poor through work incentivization. 63 Built into
this is neoliberal social policy which is a semi-contradictory take on law and order policies and
civil rights.64 Under neoliberalism civil rights are encouraged but laws are firm and to be followed,
when laws are broken they take an often uncompromising approach to those who transgress. 65
Through this necessity of strong law and order policies to uphold the economic system, it becomes
apparent how this ideology allegedly built upon a belief in individual rights could easily support a
brutal dictator like Augusto Pinochet.
III. Global Neoliberalism and Green Neoliberalism
Neoliberalism went global in the 1980s.66 This globalized neoliberalism was not equally
distributed around the world as some states were more quickly built into neoliberal states. 67 Some
who study neoliberalism have compared it to a parasite. 68 Others see it as comparable to the
mutating alien from John Carpenter’s The Thing.69 The ideology moves from host country to host
country adapting to the country’s specific material and social characteristics. Neoliberals worked
with the situations that they were given and modified their approaches based on critiques, prior
failures, and opposition to their policies.70 This is the process of neoliberalization. 71 During this
period, the environmental concerns and ideologies of the 1960s and 1970s blended with expanding
neoliberal order in the Anglo-American world through organizations such as the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Trade Organization (WTO), and expanded to the rest of the
world.72
This shotgun wedding between environmentalism and neoliberalism was an awkward
alliance. It led to the development of an international policy of green development during the
1980s.73 These policies viewed the global south as severely under-utilized.74 They believed that,
if properly utilized, the natural resources of the global south could support the global markets and,
simultaneously, the development of the global south.75 Or, at least, this is what they argued in
public. In the Anglo-American world, green-neoliberalism was born out of think tanks responding
to the environmental movement and the outgrowth of natural resource management in response to
the post-war world without using command and control methods. 76 Many of these advocates of
free trade argued that the “trickle down” effect of economic growth will improve environmental
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conditions.77 They used various methods to support their positions, some environmental and some
commerce oriented. 78
The most well-known examples of free trade mashing up with environmental concerns
would be the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) that the United States, Canada,
and Mexico entered into in 1994.79 Of the 15 preambular statements, three relate to the
environment or sustainable development. 80 In addition to the preamble statements, four other
provisions of NAFTA have environmental stipulations.81 These include Article 104 and Annex
104.1 which lays out five specific international environmental agreements that prevail over
NAFTA and the nation states must still comply with.82 In addition to the articles in NAFTA, the
signatory nations also signed the North American Agreement on Environmental Cooperation
(NAAEC).83 This was an independent document that attempted to address the interrelationship
between trade and the environment. 84 If the goal was to protect the environment, there were major
flaws in the plan from the start that made this goal impossible.
There were no protective measures or environmental standards in the NAAEC, instead it
created a mechanism to deal with the environmental problems that would arise from the existing
policies of the member nations and the problems that arise due to NAFTA.85 It was an attempt to
harmonize economic growth with the protection of the environment. 86 NAFTA did not have a
mechanism to redress environmental complaints.87 Though the NAAEC created a dispute
resolution mechanism called the North American Commission on Environmental Cooperation
(CEC), which is endowed with a mandate that allows it to extend beyond NAFTA and liberalized
trade.88 The CEC has a three part structure: it consists of a Council, an independent Secretariat,
and a Joint Advisory Committee. 89 Under the redress system of the CEC, a private person or NGO
in any of the member states may bring a claim that a state is not enforcing an environmental policy
to the Secretariat. 90 Then the Secretariat either does or does not deem a complaint receivable. If
the complaint is receivable, the state in question that is allegedly not in compliance may respond
and provide information and clarification regarding its enforcement of the law at issue. 91 Then, if
there is still a controversy the Secretariat may recommend that a factual record be produced, then
it moves onto the Council to vote to authorize the Secretariat to produce the factual record. 92 The
purpose of the factual record is to provide an objective presentation of the facts relevant to the
alleged failure to enforce the appropriate environmental laws. 93 There are no enforceable sanctions
Bradley Mall, The Effect of NAFTA's Environmental Provisions on Mexican and Chilean Policy, 32 THE INT’L
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in the CEC’s process, it is used to spotlight a failure on the part of one of the member states and
theoretically induce action through that public exposure.94 As this mechanism could not be
punitive and the focus was upon promoting commerce and environmentalism at the same time, it
has not been effective.
Often the proponents of environmental neoliberalism argued that they wanted to avoid the
tragedy of the commons.95 They followed the ideological underpinnings of two theorists who did
not call themselves neoliberals but still made arguments that would now be considered neoliberal,
H. Scott Gordon and Garrett Hardin. 96 H. Scott Gordon wrote that when there is individualist
competition and common ownership, there will often be a degradation of the natural resources. 97
Garret Hardin, based on an incorrect reading of the historical record, wrote that because resources
are finite they will be depleted if left to the common community to divide amongst themselves and
caps must be placed on common usage. 98 These ideals had a major impact on American
environmental policy.99 Their proponents often argued that by putting an individual and private
body in charge of the management of the resources they would better managed due to the
competition and profits at stake. 100 Some even argued that if there was a price increase along with
privatization, there would be substantial benefits as that would put a barrier on the overuse of the
resource, thus allegedly cutting waste on the end of the consumer. 101 They also argued that profits
could be derived from previously unowned or unpriced portions of the biophysical world and,
without the utilization, these resources become lost income and create a commodity from what
was once not a commodity. 102 The argument goes that the private sector would be better at
bringing value from these resources than the government through creativity or efficiency.103 Some
reformers and moderate neoliberals even believed that the markets would be the best redistributive
strategy to make up for past societal ills because of how efficient the markets can be. 104 These
arguments can be boiled down with the rosy acronym GEDDS, which stands for Growth,
Efficiency, Development, Democracy, and Sustainability. 105
In examining neoliberalism some have argued that despite its ideological origins and
professed tenants, neoliberalism actually involves either more or, at least, as much government
intervention as previous systems. 106 Instead of direct command and control it uses the power of
government to format social and economic norms that guide the process. 107 Thus protecting the
levers of the economy from actual democratic and worker control through many layers of
governmental intervention and collaboration with business and industry. This occurs through the
process of re-regulation.108 The way the previously mentioned seven stages of neoliberalism
94
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impacts environmental policy has a unique flavor. 109 During the privatization stage, assigning
ownership rights in or for the use of the biophysical world can occur in three situations. 110 The
first situation is where the state bodies relinquish or loan out their sovereign rights to private
institutions.111 An example of this is when Argentina in the post-Pinochet years privatized their
water and sewage management. 112 Aguas Argentina controlled the water rights in Argentina—
this was a multi-national private consortium of private European water companies formed with the
help of the World Bank. 113 The World Bank’s involvement in pushing through privatization of
public resources in exchange for desperately needed loans is quite common. 114 Through the 1980s
and 1990s many international organizations pushed for recognizing water as an economic good,
and thus a commodity.115 Essentially, turning locally held resources over to private, usually
multinational enterprises, over the protests of local peoples. The second situation is where there
are recognized or established rights regimes outside of the state realm of control that are later
altered by policy makers. 116 The third scheme is when no recognized or enforceable rights exist
but are then established.117 An example of this can be found in the United States beginning in the
1990s with Wetland Banking and Water Quality Credit Markets. 118 This scheme created the right
to destroy and create wetlands and the right to produce dirty or clean water, these are rights that
did not previously exist. 119 Through this system the proponents of neoliberalism viewed success
on a flexible financial and ecological basis.120
Next is a turn to the marketization of biophysical resources, goods, and services. 121 The
governments have created this commodity and now they must sell it. The rights of ownership and
the use of nature do not necessitate the marketization of biophysical resources, services, or assets
under neoliberalism but the two are umbilically connected. 122 When property rights are assigned
and legally real, the assets that are owned or accessed by individuals, they should generate a stream
of revenue.123 In the neoliberal natures, this means putting price tags on non-human nature.124
The third step is deregulation.125 The movement towards deregulation has not been
uniform as some countries have had stronger prior regulations than others. 126 One form of
deregulation is austerity, where the state cuts previous ecological support structures and
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environmental protections.127 This is important for the creation of the markets as it creates capital
for the investments and a need for their services.128 An example of this can be seen in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin in the 1990s and early 2000s; when environmental services were cut and de-regulated,
they were replaced with a market. 129
Then comes the fourth step of market friendly re-regulation.130 Here, every player is
actively affected, not just by the creation of new markets but also by altering existing ones. 131 The
markets and privatization does not mean that the government no longer plays a role; the regulation
shifts, and instead of being a player in a system, the government acts as more of a referee. 132 They
turn away from government to governance at the behest of the private sector’s power players.133
Other attempts include Natural Capital Accounting (NCA), which is a process that utilizes market
instruments for environmental management. These include eco-tourism, payments for
environmental services, and carbon markets.134 Essentially preserving the natural landscape only
if it generates enough profits after being commodified.
Then comes the fifth step of using market proxies to fill in the gaps in the social safety net
that did not exist before.135 Under this green neoliberalism, efficiency is king, and the state begins
to act like a private firm in a competitive environment, as they are no longer the biggest player
when it comes to providing services. 136
Then comes the sixth step of flanking—in flanking, civil-society groups, such as NonGovernmental Organizations, pick up the pieces and provide some of the social services that are
not profitable or done by the government in the new market-based economy.137 Some examples
would be environmental justice communities in the United States or private sector voluntary
regulations, such as voluntary food labels. 138
Finally, we reach the seventh step. In theory, the process would lead to free, self-sufficient,
self-governing and entrepreneurial individuals. 139 Skepticism towards this claim is warranted after
running through the previous six steps.
IV. Country-Specific Case Studies of Green Neoliberalism
A. South Africa
The process of neoliberalization began in South Africa prior to the end of Apartheid and it
continued after Nelson Mandela became president, despite his commitment to socialism, due in
part to reformists and political moderates who held a lot of political sway and capital. 140 This
127
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country’s process of neoliberalization is important to examine because it shows the flexibility of
the process and the forward-facing reasoning put forward by proponents of neoliberalism. The
reasoning behind this process can be boiled down to seven core beliefs. 141 The first belief was that
markets are efficient; the reformers wanted to preserve markets even in a democratic socialist
African National Congress government, and they stated that markets would be the most efficient
strategy at redistribution.142 The second belief was that free markets would inhibit racism and help
blacks.143 Third, that the state is an instrument used to benefit the small group that controls it. 144
Fourth, growth undermines racial discrimination, stating that growth would lead to a demand for
more black labor and lead to increased opportunities for blacks. 145 Fifth, economic factors would
outweigh racism and security. 146 The neoliberals falsely stated that apartheid was discarded
because it “lowered prosperity.” 147 Sixth, they argued that some apartheid measures were based
upon good intentions.148 Finally, they argued that most businesses did not support apartheid and
were not primarily responsible for its installation and thus they could be used to combat economic
disparity and economic injustice. 149 These reformists did believe in limited redistribution after
criticism from neo marxists and the ANC. 150 Though this belief in redistribution would be weighed
against economic efficiency and economic efficiency would weigh heavier than economic
justice.151 As with all neoliberal regimes, the market comes first. This belief system extended to
environmental regulations as well. 152 The system used by the South African government was
called Payments for Environmental Services (PES).153 In the Maloti-Drankensberg Transfrontier
Conservation and Development Project, this form of privatizing conservation occurred. 154 The
focus of the development was in the tourism sector. 155 They also attempted to place economic
value upon biodiversity to promote their attempts at conservation. 156 Attempts were made to
incentivize local people to change their communal grazing and farming practices. 157 This was due
to the belief that their farming and grazing practices degraded the local environment.158 The goal
was to turn them into better managers of the local water markets.159 But for many this process of
neoliberalization, which appears to be continuing to this day, has just become a massive barrier to
accessing basic necessities like water. This method also has not even staved off drought. Instead,
it has been a boon for large multinational businesses.
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B. Mexico
Mexico’s neoliberalization of the environment began in full in the 1990s. 160 These were
due to the passage of Article 27 of the Mexican Forest Laws in 1992 and the signing of the North
American Free Trade Agreement in 1994. 161 In November of 1993, Bill Clinton was attempting
to gain support for NAFTA in Congress; one of his main arguments was acknowledging that there
were serious ecological issues on the United States-Mexico border and that the most appropriate
forum for combating these issues was through expanded trade. 162 These trade practices outlined
in NAFTA led to a massive increase in the production of wood products in Mexico, specifically in
the northern state of Chihuahua. 163 These new and reformed policies led to the privatization of
commonly held ejidos, which are commonly owned land for the production of agriculture. 164
Theoretically, this move would make production more efficient and move their agricultural
production away from corn and grain as they could not compete in the international market with
United States and Canadian productions.165 At the same time, formerly communal water rights
were privatized in Mexico. 166
As a result of NAFTA removing import tariffs and quotas, United States and Canadian
wood products also flowed into Mexico.167 A reduction in prices in Mexico followed, and this
was followed by a promotion of cheap labor, reduced regulations, and clear-cutting practices.168
These practices would buoy the profit margins of Mexican businesses. The small scale agricultural
farms were not able to keep up with the larger firms as they could not access the same credit, water
rights, or technical expertise. 169 The shift from bread wheat to durum (pasta) wheat in northern
Mexico is linked to a 50 percent reduction in water tables in the Yaqui Valley and an increase in
the use of fertilizers. 170 The increased exportation of fruits and vegetables, which had a larger
return for the businesses, led to an 80 percent increase in agricultural chemicals, which causes
pollution and health risks for agricultural workers. 171 Due to pesticide drift, the family members
of the agriculture workers also experience detrimental health effects. 172 Monocultures began to
develop, due to having to focus upon growing cash crops; monocultures can be dangerous as they
deplete the soil and can leave vegetation susceptible to disease. 173 As a result of water
privatization, water prices increased and poorer and indigenous farmers were less likely to be able
to afford access.174
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C. Bolivia
Bolivia is generally thought of as one of the more disastrous attempts at a neoliberal
environmental policy.175 Specifically the attempt at the neoliberalization of water rights, where
government powers attempted to transform a communal and, in many cases, free resource into a
private commodity.176 The right wing government of the former dictator Hugo Balzar passed a
water law in 1999 that would have turned the water rights over to private conglomerates in the city
of Cochabamba.177 Cochabamba suffers from a chronic lack of water sources, those that existed
no longer supplied enough water for the growing population and the infrastructure was not
adequate either. 178 Fifty-five percent of the population of Cochabamba was served by the
governmental service SEMAPA and the remaining population’s needs were met by community
safe drinking water systems. 179 The main company leading the charge on privatization, Bechtel,
was an American company. 180
The private company’s actions lead to a competition between the city of Cochabamba and
rural farmers and a payment rate hike of 150 percent to provide private capital and a guaranteed
15 percent profit for the company. 181 These proponents argued that the rational and efficient use
of water that was geared toward large scale multinational agricultural production to the detriment
of traditional peasant agriculture would be better for the water supplies.182 Some found themselves
paying 20 percent of their monthly income for water, four times more than the limit recommended
by the Pan American Health Organization. 183 The contract signed by the company required the
government to turn over their system and also the community safe drinking water systems. 184 The
terms of the contract even included a provision that granted the company the right to charge for
rainwater collection from rooftop cisterns. 185 The law also transferred control of the
neighborhood-based water collectives that were not even owned or operated by the state over to
the private company. 186 This birthed massive protests in 2000, known as the Cochabamba Water
War.187 The protesters argued that water should not be mediated by the markets, but rather by
membership in a community. 188 This led the government to reverse course and cancel privatization
in Cochabamba, which was in turn followed up by the ownership group filing a lawsuit against the
government for 25 million.189
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The success of the protests in Cochabamba led the protesters to turn their attention to La
Paz and El Alto where the neo liberalization of water had already occurred. 190 El Alto is a satellite
city of La Paz,the poorest city in Bolivia, and the most indigenous by percentage of population. 191
The main proponents of privatization were the World Bank, who made water privatization an
explicit condition of aid in the 1990s. They argued that the local government was too corrupt to
properly manage the water efficiently and that the best utilization will be through private
channels.192 The privatization of the water in La Paz and El Alto was nominally backed by
workers; the workers were promised shares in the new private company. 193 The resistance was led
by neighborhood movements who were distrusting of the labor unions.194 Eventually the workers
who originally marginally backed the privatization of the water supplies turned against the
company, as the shares that they were promised amounted to less than one dollar USD a year and
one-third of all workers were laid off within the first four years of the deal in violation of a promise
made to them by the company. 195 They were replaced by subcontractors. 196 The citizens of these
cities also fought back and regained community-based control of their drinking water supplies in
2005.197 Bolivia throughout the 1980s and up until the early 2000s followed the dictates of the
World Bank and the IMF, but did not have anything to show for it, as poverty never reduced and
the prosperity promised along with neoliberalism never materialized. 198 In Bolivia the process of
neoliberalization of water never fully materialized; it appears to have stopped before it got beyond
early stages of privatization and marketization.
D. Chile
As previously mentioned, Chile has been on the forefront of neoliberalization since the
In 1981 a new water code was passed with the support of the World Bank.200 The
proponents argued that privatization would be a solution to inefficient government management
of water resources.201 Those with the capital resources to purchase water could do so and then sell
water that they did not need, and thus the market would be an efficient regulator of this
commodity.202 The water code separated the rights of water from land and community and made
it freely tradeable.203 It became a constitutionally protected civil property right. 204 The
1970s.199
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privatization and marketization of water rights became an important piece in the development of
Chile’s major natural resource industries. 205 Water rights could be acquired permanently at no
cost, were protected by constitutional law, were capital assets, and were untaxed in this new
system.206 This was crucial to the prosperity of the business conglomerates. 207 Many of the
privatized companies were in natural resource industries, such as mining, chemical, and electrical
that were heavily reliant upon this newly and cheaply privatized and marketized water. 208
Broadly, the modern water system in Chile does meet the narrow standards of access,
quality, and affordability.209 This cannot be attributed to privatization or neoliberalization, but a
rejection of those features and a success story of a public sector combating the negative effects of
privatization.210 The private water system in Chile led to a crisis where poorer farmers could not
get enough water to grow their crops and a loss of water supply to their natural ecosystems. 211 The
system allowed for stronger, wealthier players to steal from weaker players which led to unequal
access to water in Chile. 212 The promise of efficiency was not achieved under the 1980 water
code, as it allowed for water speculation. 213 This led to speculators hoarding water in an attempt
to turn a massive profit.214
Under Pinochet there was a rush to cut down old growth forests and enter the wood
products into the international market. 215 The value of preserving rain forests was seen as minimal
by the private firms and thus not worth managing. 216 This led to clear cutting and over-chipping
of these forests without planning for regeneration, the plan also pushed for converting natural
forests into plantations which would produce much more valuable commodities for the market. 217
Forty percent of all natural forest loss in Chile was from the conversion to plantations—these
plantations deplete nutrients and moisture from the soil and replace diverse ecosystems with
monocultures.218 The Pinochet government seized and privatized land previously occupied
communally by indigenous communities following Decree Law 701 in 1974.219 On the formerly
indigenous lands, plantations were established which the government would subsidize up to 75
percent, and while the rate of planting increased substantially the percentage of reforestation fell
from 91 percent to zero percent.220 The objective of these policies was to sell the land at a price
high enough that it would not remain in the hands of Chilean citizens but move to large-scale
corporate purchases.221
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International and Chilean lumber companies owned three times more land in ancestral
Mapuche, an indigenous group in Chile, than the Mapuche people. 222 The timber industry
represented the second highest contributor to the Chilean economy in 2008, bringing in 5.5 billion
dollars.223 Fourteen percent of all forested land in Chile, 2.3 million hectares, is occupied by
plantations.224 These plantations have a negative environmental effect, native forests provide a
forest floor made up of leaves, twigs, and other vegetation whereas plantations do not, thus when
the rains fall the plantations absorb the water and deplete natural bodies of water. 225 This causes
some extreme hardships for the poorer and indigenous farmers, requiring additional labor and
capital to achieve the same results as previous yields. 226 The Mapuche people also describe how
their property rights have not been respected by the lumber companies; the companies would
trespass upon sacred lands without consulting with the Mapuche people and without compensating
them either.227 The hill known as Treng Treng is a sacred place that is important in many religious
and cultural narratives, it was excavated to create tunnels for the logging companies and it was
completely deforested. 228 This hill was a place of safety for the Mapuche people as well; they
utilized it as a safe haven during storms and earthquakes.229 The privatization and neoliberalization
of the lumber industry threatens the cultural practices of indigenous peoples. 230 Over the course
of a century native Chilean forests decreased from 30 million hectares to 15 million hectares.231
The expansion of pine and eucalyptus plantations did not reduce poverty or unemployment, and it
did not have a positive effect on the environment. 232 Thus, the promises of green neoliberal did
not come to fruition, but the negative externalities did. The testing ground of neoliberalism lays
out the major flaws and negative effects on the environment and the people that come with this
ideology.
E. The Philippines
In the Philippines there are multiple examples of efforts to protect natural capital. NGOs,
government organizations, and private donors worked with local communities to create different
plans to preserve natural resources against natural resource extractivism and clear cutting. 233 The
goal was to show the local communities that a tree left standing has more value than a tree felled. 234
The village of Marcunan is surrounded by swidden fields, fallow lands, and old growth forests. 235
Swidden is a term for clear cutting and burning swaths of forest for the benefit of subsistence
farming.236 Conservation efforts were undertaken to protect the old growth forests.237 These
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efforts were conducted by negotiating with local tribal councils and bringing members of the local
farmer community together to become community rangers who would monitor the old growth
forests to make sure that they were not cleared out for farming. 238 They were coupled with
education programs and programs for sustainable farming. 239 The community members would be
paid 1,000 pesos, or 22 USD a month for protecting the land and planting more valuable crops on
the land that they had already cleared out. 240 The term that they used for this was Community
Conservation Agreements (CCA). 241
The multinational groups that organized the planned CCAs claimed that they were
successful.242 The locals felt differently; they felt like the multinational organizations were not
fulfilling their end of the deal. 243 They were originally paid for their labor and could thus exchange
the payments for food and goods.244 After a few months the payments stopped and the locals were
left in a bad place. 245 They were unable to draw income from the environmental protection and
they could not early on utilize the fields for subsistence farming. 246 The locals believed that they
were materially better off before the CCAs and green neoliberals. 247 On the environmental end,
the planned sustainable planting of high value trees, such as mangos and jackfruits for export, had
a negative impact as well. 248 In planting these high value trees in their swiddens they had to burn
brushland and grounds further away for fear of destroying the saplings of the cash crops. 249 They
needed to clear and burn older growth forests for their starchy staples like rice and cassava. 250 As
more land was devoted to the production of the cash crops, less land was allowed to properly
regenerate and heal. 251 The forests were depleted and the soil was degraded. 252 The sustainable
planting and crop rotation that the CCAs promised also did not continue as the payments
stopped.253 The attempt to merely incentivize behavioral changes through market-based
approaches to facilitate stewardship amongst farmers who depend on clearing and burning forests
for survival is fundamentally misaligned and incompatible with local realities. 254 In fact, it is very
possible that the attempt to implement the program actually accelerated the issues that it was
attempting to combat.255
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F. Indonesia
Indonesia also had a similar system to the Philippines set up in Berau, East Kalimantan on
the Island of Borneo.256 The area had a history of extractive industries like logging and miningbut it was still very biodiverse. 257 The population of the region grew as migrants came into the
area and were employed in forestry, plantations, and mining operations. 258 In 2015, the 32
locations in the region had been issued licenses for palm oil plantations. 259 They covered 30,000
hectares and contributed to the loss of 24,000 ha of forest each year. 260 This had a significant
impact on the livelihood of local populations and the integrity of the forest. 261 Then this area was
selected by international NGOs, donors, and state parties to practice green capital development. 262
The European Commission’s Berau Forest Management Project brought more than 14 million
euros into the district in their attempt to support sustainable forest management and
conservation.263 Following that, many projects have followed suit. 264 The major nongovernmental organization working in the region has been The Nature Conservancy (TNC).265
Together, these actors have attempted to manage Berau’s forests while protecting their
unique biodiversity, supporting local development, and allowing large-scale resource extraction to
continue.266 Like the communities in the Philippines, the Berau locals found themselves in a tough
position.267 They were stuck between programs that support traditional livelihoods but offer little
in the way of tangible material development and the money offered by oil palm companies which
came with mass destruction of their natural surroundings.268 Berau locals were also given a deal
like in the Philippines: they were given $50 million for these green capital programs. 269 The
programs include improving forest governance by assessing and defending natural capital, which
were built upon the idea of access to existing and new markets for ecosystem services like carbon
and water, and other sources of green revenue like ecotourism and support for low-emission
development.270 Thus, the local communities were made stewards of natural capital through
incentives to shift their practices away from swidden farming to modern farming and value-added
productions.271
A major flaw came with this approach, the main drivers of deforestation in Berau were oil
palm and timber plantations, commercial logging, coal mining activities, and swidden farming—
but until recently there were not any plans to combat the industries outside of swidden farming. 272
The local governments are heavily invested in the larger industries, both legally and illegally, and
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mining and oil palm are major sources of economic development in the region. 273 If these
partnerships do not combat these industries and all of the land that could be allocated to oil palm
plantations is conceded to them, then the oil palm plantations could emit 206 million tons of CO 2
into the atmosphere and set back Indonesia’s climate change goals by five years. 274 Thus, the plan
attempts to implement eco-rationalism based on external market incentives.275 But an issue arises
when they do not combat the major industries who produce the CO 2 and deforest the land; they
were not successful in their stated goals and instead focused on smaller producers. On top of being
unsuccessful in combating CO2 production, the plan is also paternalistic and unfair to smaller and
less powerful groups.
Gunung Madu, also in Indonesia, is very similar to East Kalimantan. The area possesses a
significant population of migrants and practices swidden farming. 276 The villagers practiced
swidden farming to produce rice for subsistence. 277 The village’s wages had been growing in
recent years due to mining and timber and oil palm plantations. 278 In 2013, the local government
and TNC signed an agreement that committed them to protecting the forest and promoting
environmentally friendly livelihood activities through the market. 279 In 2015, Gunung Madu was
granted a 35-year management authority over an 8245 hectare community forest. 280 This allowed
the community to sustainably manage and utilize the village forest for farming, ecotourism, and
other minimally impactful activities. 281 This program relies upon influential community members
and facilitators of the TNC to act as brokers between NGOs and various governments. 282 The
agreement provided conditional payments to the local communities for forgoing lucrative but
destructive forms of land use, such as oil palm cultivation and even swidden farming practices,
and instead focus on activities that reduce green-house gas emissions and conserve the forest
land.283 The agreements also plan on the creation of village-owned alternative businesses, such as
honey collecting and ecotourism; these aspects are pinned on the belief that markets for these
commodities will come to fruition following the development of the village’s ability to produce
the products.284 These plans are means-tested, if the villages fail to adhere to the agreement then
the village can face sanctions and decreased financial support. 285 The financial support provided
to the villages before reductions is currently set at 20,000 USD per year.286 This reduction in
financial support and means testing, like most forms of means testing, leaves the villages in a
precarious position and often overcomplicates the system without producing the promised results.
As with other plans for natural capital, the local people are not happy with the way the
system has been turning out. 287 The local people tended to participate in the belief that their
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material well-being would be enhanced.288 Many of the villagers stated that the benefits were not
equally distributed amongst the population and it has created a class system. 289 The livestock that
they were provided mostly died, and the cash crops that they were supposed to grow—rubber—
was a slow process and the market for rubber was volatile. 290 The villagers had expenses to pay
and could no longer rely upon their old ways to earn money and subsistence, they were reliant
upon the lofty promises of the agreement. 291 They also questioned the logic of ecotourism.
Ecotourism had not materialized; people were not visiting these villages, and many villagers were
hesitant to bring tourists in in the first place as they called themselves private people. 292 This green
growth through cultivating natural capital promised by the NGOs and government has not
materialized and the villagers still view working with the oil palm industry as the best way to
develop themselves economically. 293 In fact as other villages have not joined the pack, they are
still able to work with the oil palm industries and there is a fear that they might get their land
swiped out from under them unless they can show development on and ownership of the land. 294
The villagers still want to protect the forests but they also need food, roads, health care,
schools, and they want to protect the territorial integrity of the village, all of which they believe
would be more readily available if they worked with the oil palm plantations. 295 Once again the
NGOs, foreign, and local governments publicly believed that they had a resounding success on
their hands, pointing to the education and some of the visitor logs. 296 Behind the scenes they are
less confident and they are worried about the long term success of this program. 297 They believed
that they could provide sustainable forest governance but that they did not believe that they could
also develop the local villages and that eventually they will turn back to oil palm plantations as
they are a known quantity that leads to development. 298
V. Carbon Markets
A discussion of how many countries attempted to combat greenhouse gas emissions
through carbon trading markets, or “cap and trade,” following the ratification of the Kyoto
Protocols is a must. In 1997, the Kyoto Protocol was adopted by the United Nations, and in 2005
it went into effect in over 190 countries. 299 The Protocol offered three mechanisms to combat
global warming through market-based systems.300 One is emission trading which transforms
greenhouse gas into a commodity which can then be traded amongst parties. 301 These parties can
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be state or private actors. 302 The scheme for state actors is that countries are given a cap on what
they can emit in carbon, and if they have surplus of carbon that they can emit left over at a period
of time then they are able to sell it on the open market to other actors. 303 The European Union
emissions trade scheme is the largest in operation, currently.304 The same scheme applies to private
actors.305 Currently, about 40 countries and 20 states, provinces, and cities utilize carbon
pricing.306 Companies are either given or purchase carbon permits by the government which
allocates them a carbon limit. 307 If a company exceeds their emission allotment then they must
either curb their emissions or buy more permits off of the market. 308 This scheme has support
from across the spectrum of actors: Greenpeace, ExxonMobil, Democrats, Republicans, the IMF,
the UN, and the World Bank. 309 They believe that the best approach for combating GHGs—as
Christine Lagardem, the managing director of the IMF, said—is to “[p]rice it right, tax it smart, do
it now.”310 This market-based approach is supposed to incentivize cutting harmful emissions in a
cost-effective manner through private capital and market choices. 311
There are a number of flaws with this approach. Those flaws come from many different
areas; they include the prices for carbon being too low, selective enforcement of certain industries
while others get lax treatment, and those sectors where enforcement would be impactful if
regulators and governments do not have the drive to regulate. 312 As of 2019, only 20 percent of
all emissions are covered by cap and trade. 313 That would be wildly short of the 50 percent of all
emissions that the World Bank said needs to be covered within a decade in order to meet the global
goals set forth in the Paris Climate accords. 314 Nor is cap and trade successful in reducing
emissions from buildings and transportation, which account for 20 percent of all global
emissions.315 For carbon prices to be effective deterrents, the prices would have to be set between
$40 and $80 per metric ton.316 According to the World Bank, only seven carbon pricing schemes
are at or above that level. 317 Most are between one dollar and $25 per metric ton. 318 This comes
out to about five percent of all carbon pricing initiatives. 319 On the bright side this is an
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improvement from the rate of one percent in 2018. 320 Private businesses are also getting involved
in carbon pricing through voluntary investments. 321 Though these results have likewise been
underwhelming, as the total investment in low carbon technologies would need to increase by $700
billion to reach the necessary levels. 322
These carbon pricing strategies have thus far been ineffective. These soft attempts at
incentivizing behavior do not work. The incentives are too small to correct behavior, especially
when the detrimental behavior produces massive profits. As a result, schemes such as carbon
pricing are too little and too late. The issue comes down to the philosophy of weighing efficiency
as the highest good.
VI. Conclusion
As it currently stands there are not many solutions that use the mechanism of
neoliberalization that are successful in managing the environment or combatting climate change.
Currently, the best solution under neoliberal schemes is cap and trade and it appears to be woefully
unsuccessful thus far. It could do a better job at combating climate change, but it would need to
challenge capital more forcefully. As it stands, the focus on maintaining efficiency and profit have
weakened cap and trade attempts thus making their attempts mostly moot. Other attempts at
neoliberal environmental management and green neoliberalism are not successful either
ecologically or are beneficial for the local populations. Neoliberalization does not bring the
success to local populations like they are promised by NGOs and business organization, the
extractivist policies lead to local’s resources being stripped from them, the natural capital no longer
remaining in the native communities, their land being degraded and poisoned, and their livelihoods
depending upon the multinational corporations. The attempts to use environmentally friendly
attempts at integrating local populations into the free market are also unsuccessful. The attempts
are either underfunded and the locals are not able to provide a livelihood through these means, or
the attempts by NGOs at conservation leave the local populations vulnerable to land theft by
logging and mining companies.
To many locals, these top-down approaches by the WTO, the IMF, NGOs and like trade
organizations do not feel like a new world of environmental policy. To them it feels like the old
world and the previous eras of imperialism and colonialism, but with a new name and a few new
mechanisms. Under the guise of environmentalism and conservation, the exploitation continues.
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